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The previous year and use their dissertation as a guideline right you normally it'll have all the same formats 

and stuff like that and just use those formats and you know what where the table of whether you should 

have a table of contents whether you know what is the font all that kind of stuff you know what they're 

expecting with citations and all that kind of stuff just really basic sort of formatting stuff just get that from 

somebody else and that's gonna help you going forward and if you're a PhD student just start writing your 

work in that that format and those guidelines and that's gonna help you going forward and for an editor 

that's looking at let's just go and get that material and look at that and just check mark that they've done 

everything as you're going through the guidelines now another thing that a lot of PhD students.  

Miss and you know I guess see this all the time and it's really incredibly frustrating and I did it other people 

did it in in every time I review I see this it's just go to the reference list and see if it's if it's a mess if there's 

things that are just messy they're not sort of done correctly and you'll know what that is you'll see what it is 

maybe that's some things all caps and stuff it's really irritating but at the same time that's really important 

to make sure that it is you know that all other than those that stuff is out clean because it just is 

representative of the whole paper in the whole business law writing assignment going forward so just make 

sure that that's all clean and it all has the same format and stuff like that it was very tedious to do that kind 

of stuff but it is important for the dissertation to make sure that it looks like it's professional right it has to 

be professional so you can look at that I also if you are a PhD student I have a video on using and note you 

can look at that.  

Go just go search that reciprocity and and no door citation manager and you can watch that video as well 

and the last thing if you are and is especially for somebody that's an editor or that is a writer in going 

through this material for a PhD student or a graduate student go through and see if you can understand the 

dissertation if you cannot understand it particularly in the front matter so this stuff where it starts getting 

really meaty right you start getting into the methodological stuff and formulas and things like that you 

don't have to understand that but if you can't understand the frontmatter and if you can't understand why 

this thing is important what they're writing that usually means that the dissertation is not good enough yet 

it should be easy enough that a Lane reader can understand what they're trying to do almost immediately 

the first couple of pages should be really straightforward and anybody should be able to read that make 

sense of it if it's not it usually means it is just not good enough just yet they're not getting their point across 

and what's going to happen is when it's published and when it gets out there in the idea that gets out there 

then it's just not gonna get any sort of traction because it's gonna be very esoteric and people are just not 

gonna see any value in that so you has to be it has to be very simple and easy to understand for people to 

understand to pick up this dissertation and and say oh I see that there's value here and if that's the case so 

if you're if you're a graduate student and you see this and you're like I don't know if I understand what I'm 

saying then that usually means it's not good enough you have to keep writing and you have to keep 

perfecting it it's so if you are an editor or a writer that's helping somebody else out really make note of this 

and try to point out where this is sort of falling apart and make note of it and try to push them to make that 

section better so it's much more straightforward and people can understand it it's the hardest part was 

writing it's the hardest part with academic writing doing that sort of component of it and it gets better as 

you keep pushing at it so just let them know that that's a little bit too esoteric at that moment and needs to 

be prevented so that's all I want to talk about in this hopefully fun this video about editing and dissertation 

really useful as part of my Monday write series and I talked about I'll give you some tips and tricks in terms 

of editing a dissertation that's all I want to talk about all right take care and have oh by the way make sure 

you do subscribe to the YouTube channel and give me a thumbs up on this video if you like it all right take 

care and have a wonderful day bye 
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